
Unison/Two-Part

A Song of Nonsense
for Unison, Optional Two-Part Voices with Pia-
no and Optional Kazoos

Mark Patterson

Patterson has artfully set four limericks by 
Edward Lear in this highly entertaining piece 
about an old man. Sure to aid in teaching 
diction, A Song of Nonsense will brighten up 
any concert! Also available for Emerging Ten-
or-Bass Solo Voice (BLB022).

BL1198 – $2.25

Salaam Aleikum
for Unison (Sop. 1) or SS with Piano or SA, SSA 
Voices, a cappella, with Optional Piano and 
Percussion

African Folksong/arr. Laura Farnell

This fabulous arrangement can fit any sized 
group. Written for unison, S, SS or SSA, a 
cappella with optional keyboard and percus-
sion, your ensemble will love singing “Salaam 
Aleikum,” translated into English as “Peace 
be with you.” The exuberantly spoken “Ho-
yahs!” throughout the piece are interspersed 
with the aforementioned text. Sure to be a 
crowd-pleaser at any concert or festival. Also 
available for TTB Voices (CM9246), SA(A)B Voic-
es (BL1226) and SATB Voices (BL1233).

BL1200 – $2.75

Wishing Star
for Two-Part Mixed Voices, Optional Alto 
with Piano

Laura Farnell, Beth Bolton

Shining and shimmering, Wishing Star is remi-
niscent of the nursery rhyme “Star Light, Star 
Bright”. Beth Bolton and Laura Farnell’s use 
of the mixolydian mode and compound me-
ter creates a sense of longing, along with an 
endearing, whimsical feeling. A programming 
must for the developing mixed ensemble. Also 
available for Two-Part Treble Voices (BL992).

BL1231 – $2.25

Treble

A Traveler’s Heart
for SSA Voices with Piano

Christi Jones

The majesty and grandeur of nature not only 
has the ability to heal, but also to create a 
blank canvas for artistic expression and heart-
felt emotion. In this setting of Chinese poet 
Cheng Fang-Sheng’s 4th-century text, Jones 
captures those moments of encounter with 
creation that can take your breath away and 
simultaneously propel you forward into song. 
Also available for Treble Solo Voice (BLB023).

BL1225 – $2.25

All I Have To Bring Today
for SA Voices with Piano and Optional Violin

Cynthia Gray

Gray’s setting of Emily Dickinson’s beloved text 
reflects the simplicity of those “gifts” we share 
with others. Dickinson’s heartfelt text is beau-
tifully portrayed through Gray’s compelling 
writing for treble choirs of all abilities. With op-
tional violin accompaniment, All I have to Bring 
Today is not to be overlooked!

BL1193 – $2.75

All Night Today
for Two-Part Treble Voices with Piano

Christi Jones

A paradox through and through, All Night To-
day is intended to be seriously silly. As such, 
treble choirs of all sizes and abilities will enjoy 
learning and sharing the imaginative text, set 
creatively by Christi Jones. Also available for TB 
Voices (BL1019).

BL1197 – $2.25

Bella Ciao
for SA Voices with Piano, Optional a cappella

Traditional Italian/arr. Christi Jones

Jones has masterfully created an Italian song 
for emerging treble choirs that affords an in-
troduction to limited Italian text in a fun, ac-
cessible setting. Well worth the effort, whether 
performed with piano or optional a cappella. 
With a spoken Italian track, Bella Ciao is also 
available for TB Voices (BL1132).

BL1196 – $2.25
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Beyond Light
for SA Voices with Piano

Christi Jones

Originally conceived as a solo song, this com-
pelling arrangement of Beyond Light for two-
part voices is sure to resonate with treble sing-
ers of all ages and abilities.

BL1194 – $2.25

Coventry Carol
for SA Voices with Piano

English Carol/arr. Noah Reese

The Coventry Carol is one of the most popular 
carols in the English language. Dating from 
the 16th century, the tune has been arranged 
many times over. Reese’s three-part mixed 
arrangement, with interesting counter- mel-
odies and rhythmic twists, has an accessible 
piano accompaniment which is undulating at 
times and supportive throughout. Also avail-
able for TBB Voices (CM9711) and SATB Voices 
(CM9737).

BL1201 – $2.25

Everybody Needs a Friend
for SSA Voices with Piano

Karen Crane

Friendships are important, and we should cel-
ebrate the friends we need and love. Karen 
Crane’s catchy melody, toe-tapping rhythms 
and accessible harmonies create a mood in 
which both singer and audience can feel and 
celebrate all the love from those ever-import-
ant friendships.

BL1218 – $2.50

Follow the Drinking Gourd
for SSA Voices with Piano

African American Spiritual/arr. David Hill

Follow the Drinking Gourd is the perfect piece 
for the burgeoning treble choir, providing op-
portunities to explore various colors in the 
sound while singing in a minor key. With a 
mysterious piano accompaniment, the repeti-
tions of the word “follow” portray the haunt-
ing call of those who have gone before. Not to 
be overlooked! Also available for TTB Voices 
(BL1135).

BL1223 – $2.50

Freedom’s Hallowed Light
for SSA Voices, a cappella, with Optional Per-
cussion

Mark Patterson

Using excerpts from the poem The North Star 
by African American poet James Monroe Whit-
field, Patterson seeks to connect both singer 
and audience as he personalizes the quest for 
freedom through a first-person perspective. 
Written to be sung with strong conviction and 
contagious energy, Freedom’s Hallowed Light 
should shine light and hope on all who have 
struggled or continue to struggle for freedom 
and equality.

BL1224 – $2.50

Hodie Christus Natus Est
for S(S)A Voices with Piano and Optional Violin 
or C-Instrument

Laura Farnell

This work is built around the “Hodie Christus 
natus est” (Today Christ is Born) text and the 
Latin hymn “Adeste Fideles” (O Come, All Ye 
Faithful), with an optional soprano 2 part to 
meet the needs of the emerging treble choir. 
The bridge, in English, provides a lovely con-
trast in this gorgeous, lush setting for tre-
ble ensembles. Also available for TB Voices 
(BL541).

BL1220 – $2.50

Hope, Peace, Joy: A Trilogy
for SSA Voices with Piano and Body Percussion

Mark Burrows

Whether these pieces are performed as a set 
or individually, every movement of Burrows’ 
uplifting messages is fantastically unique and 
fun to sing! The body percussion adds the ex-
tra “it” factor for the treble choir looking for 
something special. Highly recommend!

BL1222 – $3.50

Jing Jing Jingle Bells
for SA Voices with Piano

James Pierpont/arr. Daniel Miner

This clever, energetic setting of Jingle Bells has 
interesting repetitive patterns and a rhythmic 
ostinato which will prove to be a fun journey 
for the emerging treble choir. A holiday pro-
gramming MUST! Also available for TB Voices 
(BL1137).

BL1192 – $2.50

Let it Shine on Me
for SA Voices with Piano

Traditional/arr. Reginal S Wright

Wright’s wonderfully creative fusion of Shine 
on Me with This Little Light of Mine is further 
amplified by his Gospel-inspired accompani-
ment, making this a must-sing for your treble 
ensemble. Appropriate throughout the year, 
you don’t want to miss programming this one!

BL1216 – $2.50

Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming
for S(S)A Voices a cappella, with Optional Piano

Anonymous/arr. Laura Farnell

Farnell’s arrangement of this beloved tradi-
tional hymn is written for emerging T(T)B ten-
or-bass ensembles with flexible performance 
options depending on the needs of the ensem-
ble (i.e. optional notes if the ensemble is able 
to expand to TTB). Whether in English or Ger-
man, with or without piano, this is the perfect 
piece for your holiday concert. Also available 
for TB Voices (BL1209).

BL1219 – $2.250

Noel, Noel
for SA Voices, a cappella

Vijay Singh

Singh’s arrangement of this Christmas 
song in compound meter is both accented 
and vigorous, making it lots of fun to sing 
and a great piece for celebrating the sea-
son! Also available for TB Voices (BL212). 
 Singh’s arrangement of this Christmas song in 
compound meter is both accented and vigor-
ous, making it lots of fun to sing and a great 
piece for celebrating the season! Also available 
for TB Voices (BL212).

BL1215 – $1.75

O Sunrise
for Two-Part Treble Voices with Piano

Ruth Elaine Schram, Aren Williams

Schram and Williams explore the beauty of 
the dawn along with the hope and expectation 
that every new day brings through the beauti-
ful colors and light of sunrise and sunset. De-
lightful and whimsical in nature, it’s the perfect 
piece for a young, emerging treble choir.

BL1203 – $2.50
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Oracion de Sanacion
for SA Voices, Flute, Hand Drum and Rainstick

Matthew Bailey

Originally inspired by a trip to Guatemala, 
Bailey uses accompanying flute and drum to 
represent the sounds native to the forests of 
this country. The drum is a driving rhythmic 
force to help represent the Mayan culture 
found throughout Guatemala. Finally, the text 
represents the heavy influence of Roman Ca-
tholicism found throughout the country and 
its major cities. A cool piece you do NOT want 
to overlook!

BL1190 – $2.75

Salaam Aleikum
for SA(A)B Voices, a cappella, with Optional Pi-
ano and Percussion

African Folksong/arr. Laura Farnell

This fabulous arrangement can fit any sized 
group. Written for SAB, a cappella with option-
al keyboard and percussion, your ensemble 
will love singing “Salaam Aleikum,” translated 
into English as “Peace be with you.” The exu-
berantly spoken “Ho-yahs!” throughout the 
piece are interspersed with the aforemen-
tioned text. Sure to be a crowd-pleaser at any 
concert or festival.Sure to be a crowd-pleaser 
at any concert or festival. Also available for 
TTB Voices (CM9246), SSA Voices (BL1200) and 
SATB Voices (BL1233).

BL1226 – $2.75

Sing We Noel!
for SSA Voices a cappella and Tambourine

French Carol/arr. Vicki Tucker Courtney

Courtney’s quasi-canonic arrangement of the 
joyful holiday favorite Sing We Now of Christ-
mas is great fun to sing. The short, melodic 
fragments interspersed with the well-known 
melody are bell-like in nature, sure to delight 
audiences everywhere! Also available for 
Three-Part Mixed Voices (CM9729).

BL1221 – $2.50

The Star Riddle
for Two-Part Treble Voices (Partner Songs) 
with Piano

Sherry Blevins

Blevins’ partner song, consisting of two origi-
nal melodies, a child’s poem, and the Twinkle, 
Twinkle Little Star text, is both uplifting and 
whimsical. The triple meter, ostinato-like pi-
ano accompaniment supports and propels 
the beautiful melodies forward - much like a 
shooting star. A wonderful addition to any 
concert program throughout the year.

BL1191 – $2.25

The Virgin Mary Had a Baby Boy
for Two-Part Treble Voices and Optional Small 
Group with Piano and Optional Percussion

West Indies Christmas Carol/arr. Russell Rob-
inson

This arrangement of the popular West Indian 
carol captures all the energy of the original, 
complete with piano and optional high and 
low congas. Everyone is sure to enjoy the ca-
lypso beat when they hear “He come from the 
glory; He come from the glorious kingdom” in 
the rhythmic, harmonic refrain. For school and 
church choirs, this is a delightful choice for the 
holiday season! Also available for TBB Voices 
(CM9443) and SATB Voices (CM9502).

BL1189 – $2.50

This Little Light of Mine
for Two-part Treble Voices with Piano

Traditional/arr. Russell Robinson

Robinson’s fun, accessible, and uplifting tra-
ditional Spiritual arrangement for two-part 
treble choirs is sure to delight audiences. With 
hand claps, both unison and two-part singing, 
and interesting counter-melodies, it is perfect 
for concerts throughout the year!

BL1195 – $2.50

Veni, Sancte Spiritus
for SA Voices with Piano

Dan Davison

Written to give younger choirs the opportunity 
to sing in a Classical style usually reserved for 
more advanced choirs, Davison infuses Classi-
cal period techniques to imitate the music of 
composers such has Mozart or Haydn. In this 
sense, the song could be described as Classi-
cally inspired, and is well worth the musical 
journey for your choir and suitable for school 
or church use. Also available for TB Voices 
(BL1213) and SAB (opt Tenor) Voices (BL1228).

BL1202 – $2.50

Who I Want to Be
for SSA Voices with Piano

Coty Raven Morris/arr. Saleel Menon

Coty Raven Morris’ inspiring Who I Want to Be, 
arranged by Saleel Menon, is ideal for treble 
choirs of all abilities. Certain to be empowered 
by the rich messages found within and with 
solo or small group opportunities, your treble 
choir will love learning and performing this 
coming-of-age piece!

BL1217 – $2.50

Winter Waltz
for Two-Part Treble Voices with Piano

Vicki Tucker Courtney

Courtney’s depiction of wintertime using a 3/4 
waltz meter is highly descriptive and playful. 
Laden with syncopations and interesting har-
monies in a minor setting, Winter Waltz will 
surely add a spark to any winter concert!

BL1199 – $2.50

Tenor/Bass

Cantate Canon
for TBB Voices with Piano and Optional Flute 
or C-Instrument

Donald Moore

Canons have held a large place in the oeuvre 
of almost every major composer since the in-
ception of notated music and are great for de-
veloping the basis of part-singing. Along with 
the piano accompaniment, Moore’s Cantate 
Canon offers an optional C-instrument which 
creates one more layer of musical interest. A 
great choice for any concert, contest, or festi-
val. Also available for Two-Part Voices (BL508) 
and Three-Part Mixed Voices (BL879).

BL1208 – $2.25

Funiculi-Funicula
for TB Voices with Piano

Luigi Denza/arr. Vicki Tucker Courtney

You know this tune is pure FUN from the start 
first, it’s in the name, and, second, everyone 
will recognize this classic Italian melody that’s 
been covered by countless performers, includ-
ing the Grateful Dead and Alvin and the Chip-
munks. This clever arrangement is perfect for 
tenor-bass ensembles of all sizes and is sure to 
be the hit of any concert!

BL1211 – $2.50
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New Choral Music from BriLee 2022

How Sweet the Sound
for TTB Voices a cappella with Percussion

Christi Jones

Do not overlook Jones’ upbeat, rhythmically 
charged original setting of the beloved hymn 
tune Amazing Grace. With optional percussion, 
it is well- suited for any TTB ensemble, and 
sure to be a favorite at any concert or festival 
performance!

BL1205 – $2.50

In Te Speravi
for TB Voices with Piano

Christi Jones

Crafted in a neo-classical style for emerging 
tenor-bass singers to provide opportunities 
forrange extension, musical phrasing, and at-
tention to syllabic stress, Jones’ TB choral work 
provides a wonderful introduction to counter-
point through this time-honored Latin text. 
Also available for SA Voices (BL1166).

BL1207 – $2.25

Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming
for T(T)B Voices a cappella, with Optional Piano

Anonymous/arr. Laura Farnell

Farnell’s arrangement of this beloved tradi-
tional hymn is written for emerging T(T)B ten-
or-bass ensembles with flexible performance 
options depending on the needs of the ensem-
ble (i.e. optional notes if the ensemble is able 
to expand to TTB). Whether in English or Ger-
man, with or without piano, this is the perfect 
piece for your holiday concert. Also available 
for S(S)A Voices (BL1219).

BL1209 – $2.25

Mixolydian Gloria
for TBB Voices with Piano, Optional a cappella

Remel Derrick

Using the mixolydian scale rather than a con-
ventional major scale, Remel Derrick’s rhyth-
mically charged TBB setting of the Gloria text 
is written for the developing tenor-bass choir 
and expands into three parts. With the option 
to sing with or without piano, your choir will 
LOVE learning and performing this fun, cool, 
and accessible piece!

BL1214 – $2.25

She Wakes the Dawn
for TB Voices with Piano

Vicki Tucker Courtney

Vicki Tucker Courtney and John Parker describe 
the image of a love so beautiful, she must be 
responsible for waking the dawn each morn-
ing. The accessible parts play wonderfully off of 
one another with echoes and sequences. Your 
tenor-bass choir is sure to sound stunning sing-
ing this tender art song.

BL1212 – $2.25

Still, Still, Still
for TB Voices with Piano

Austrian Carol/arr. Noah Reese

One of the most well-known and beloved 
Christmas tunes, the Austrian Carol Still, Still, 
Still, arranged here for the emerging tenor-bass 
choir, is sure to be a favorite at the holiday con-
cert. With supportive piano accompaniment 
and ideal vocal ranges, it is a superb teaching 
piece as well.

BL1210 – $2.25

The Little Drummer Boy
for TT Voices with Piano

Traditional/arr. Noah Reese, Debbie Siebert

Perfect for emerging tenor-bass singers, The 
Little Drummer Boy is sure to delight audiences 
at all holiday performances. Specially arranged 
with these singers in mind, the the ranges and 
tessituras used will allow your tenors and bass-
es to shine!

BL1204 – $2.50

Veni, Sancte Spiritus
for TB Voices with Piano

Dan Davison

Written to give younger choirs the opportunity 
to sing in a Classical style usually reserved for 
more advanced choirs, Davison infuses Classi-
cal period techniques to imitate the music of 
composers such has Mozart or Haydn. In this 
sense, the song could be described as Classi-
cally inspired, and is well worth the musical 
journey for your choir and suitable for school 
or church use. Also available for SA Voices 
(BL1202) and SAB (opt Tenor) Voices (BL1228).

BL1213 – $2.50

Three-part Mixed

With You
for T(T)B Voices with Piano

Laura Farnell

The powerful message of the poem With You 
is especially meaningful in a choral setting, 
where shared vocal experiences connect us 
so powerfully to each other. After spending so 
much time apart due to the long period of “so-
cial distancing” as a result of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, the text feels especially poignant and 
appropriate as in-person choral singing gradu-
ally returns. Perfect for any concert or festival.

BL1206 – $2.50

Missa Brevis
for Three-Part (Opt. Baritone) Voices with Pia-
no and Optional Flute

Michael John Trotta

In response to the growing need for devel-
opmentally appropriate repertoire that facil-
itates the teaching of independent part-sing-
ing, Missa Brevis was composed for emerging 
choirs seeking concert repertoire that will help 
to lay a foundation for lifelong success in the 
choral sphere. Conservative vocal ranges, 
singable vocal lines and attention to the de-
veloping singer make this work a great choice 
for emerging choral ensembles. Whether per-
forming it as a set or as individual movements, 
the work creates the opportunity to introduce 
new concepts such as meter, form, tonality, 
altered syllables, and fundamentals of good 
singing, while at the same time providing an 
introduction to larger-scale historical choral 
works, making this piece attractive to choirs 
and audiences alike. Also available for SA Voic-
es (BL1097).

BL1227 – $4.75

The Shepherd’s Spiritual
for Three-Part Mixed Voices with Piano

African American Spiritual/arr. Donald Moore

Donald Moore’s up-tempo piece, based on 
an American Spiritual, is sure to light up any 
holiday concert. Featuring call-and-response 
vocalization between soloist and ensemble, it 
requires lots of energy and is sure to sparkle! 
This oldie-but-goodie, in its original voicing, 
dates back to the fourth BriLee catalog. Also 
available for TB voices (BL179), SSA Voices 
(BL909) and SA Voices (BL1159).

BL1230 – $2.50
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Stopping by Woods on a 
Snowy Evening
for SAB Voices with Piano

Cynthia Gray

Gray’s imaginative setting of Robert Frost’s 
iconic poem for SAB voices and piano is 
well-suited for ensembles seeking beautiful 
and descriptive choral writing. Perfect for a 
winter-themed concert or festival perfor-
mance, it is not to be overlooked.

BL1229 – $2.25

Veni, Sancte Spiritus
for SAB Voices with Piano (with Optional Ten-
or), or Two-Part Any Combination

Dan Davison

Written to give younger choirs the opportunity 
to sing in a Classical style usually reserved for 
more advanced choirs, Davison infuses Classi-
cal period techniques to imitate the music of 
composers such has Mozart or Haydn. In this 
sense, the song could be described as Classi-
cally inspired, and is well worth the musical 
journey for your choir and suitable for school 
or church use. Also available for SA Voices 
(BL1202) and TB Voices (BL1213).

BL1228 – $2.50

Doo-Wop Gloria
for SATB Voices, a cappella

Christmas Carol/arr. Christi Jones

What happens when a classic holiday carol 
is combined with a fun and lighthearted ‘50s 
doo-wop style of singing? Doo-Wop Gloria!! So 
much fun for any mixed ensemble, but certain 
to “fit” the emerging mixed ensemble for holi-
day performances!

BL1235 – $2.50

SATB

iJingle Jingle
for SATB Voices with Piano and Optional Cell 
Phone Sleigh Bells

James Pierpont/arr. Steve Kupferschmid

This easy-to-learn holiday novelty piece has 
a unique twist: choir and audience members 
can download a free sleigh-bell app to use 
throughout the performance as the jingling 
bells! The piece includes nods to Jingle Bells, 
Ode to Joy and Deck the Halls, along with humor-
ous lyrics for the iPhone generation. Sure to be 
pure fun for your students and audience and 
one of the most talked-about arrangements of 
the holiday concert season! Also available for 
Unison or Two-Part Voices (BL938) and Three-
Part Mixed Voices (BL1182).

BL1234 – $2.25

Lacrimosa Menuet
for SATB Voices with Piano

Christi Jones

Though this adaptation of J.S. Bach’s Suite No. 3 
in B minor using Latin text is brief only 36 mea-
sures long it showcases SATB choirs beautiful-
ly. Your mixed ensemble will sound sophisti-
cated and elegant when performing this at any 
concert or festival. Also available for TB Voices 
(BL912) and SA Voices (BL997).

BL1232 – $2.25
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Salaam Aleikum
for SATB Voices, a cappella, with Optional Pia-
no and Percussion

African Folksong/arr. Laura Farnell

This fabulous arrangement can fit any sized 
group. Written for SATB, a cappella with op-
tional keyboard and percussion, your ensem-
ble will love singing “Salaam Aleikum,” trans-
lated into English as “Peace be with you.” The 
exuberantly spoken “Ho-yahs!” throughout 
the piece are interspersed with the aforemen-
tioned text. Sure to be a crowd-pleaser at any 
concert or festival. Also available for TTB Voic-
es (CM9246), SSA Voices (BL1200) and SA(A)B 
Voices (BL1226).

BL1233 – $2.75

This Moment
for SATB Voices with Piano

Vicki Tucker Courtney

Herb Frombach’s exquisite adaptation of this 
Margaurite Wiele poem captures the beauty of 
each moment in our lives and the importance 
of being present, bringing everything we are 
to each instant. Courtney’s expressive writing 
beautifully captures the text that maximizes 
each moment in our lives and the importance 
of being present, bringing our everything to 
each moment: “Come to this moment, live in 
this moment, bring to this moment...“. Highly 
recommended for the mixed ensemble look-
ing for an accessible yet inspirational musical 
experience.

BL1236 – $2.25
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